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Clear skies ahead.
We know it’s easy to get lost in the fresh work at the start of a new 

year. That’s why we’ve finished out 2021 by making sure your path is 
effortless and clear in 2022. 

There’s no waiting on these new features. They’re already out and 
ready to go! We’ve introduced the new cloud-based Eze Marketplace,  

compliance rules that account for restricted symbol lists, and  
so much more. 

Explore what’s here for you.
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Eze Eclipse Q4 2021

Illuminating.
Brightening the road to success. 
Eze Eclipse is paving the way to easy days. Whether you’re taking advantage of Eze Marketplace, 
using the new fixed income workflows, or calling out restricted symbols, we’re making sure you have 
what you need to work with ease in the new year.
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Bringing fixed income workflows to your fingertips. 

Have you heard the news? Eze Eclipse now supports additional workflows for managing 
fixed income instruments! Security Master includes a new Fixed Income asset class, which 
enables you to add and search terms and conditions appropriate for these instruments. 
Within the Trading component, the New Fixed Income Order Ticket allows you to capture 
relevant fixed income data and seamlessly send it to your counterparties.
 
This is just the start for this exciting new functionality. Be on the lookout for further  
additions as we expand fixed income support in breadth and depth!

Shaking Up Fixed Income Orders

Cloud-based Eze Marketplace is now available.
 

We’ve been working on this one for a while, and we’re thrilled to finally show 
it off! The new Eze Marketplace provides plug-and-play access to investment 

management applications and other solutions. This cloud marketplace enables 
SS&C and other trusted partners to build ready-to-enable marketplace  
solutions that are embedded in and directly interact with Eze products.

 
Eze Marketplace elevates your Eze Eclipse experience by enabling you to 

quickly extend its capabilities with turnkey solutions that provide seamless 
workflows for risk, market intelligence, data visualization, and more.

Originally launched with Eze Eclipse, Eze Marketplace will be extended to Eze 
OMS and other Eze products in 2022. For more information, including a list of 

current offerings, contact your SS&C Eze client service representative.

Expanding Your Horizons
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Illuminating.

Restricted symbols can hide in baskets no more!

Never let another restricted symbol sneak by. Do you know why? We’ve  
introduced the ability to create compliance rules that will account for your  

restricted symbol lists when running against equity baskets.
 

But that’s not all, your existing restricted lists will automatically look through any 
baskets, so you don’t have to update your current rules. Quick note: this  

functionality applies only to restricted symbol lists. 

Those sneaky symbols have nothing on you!

Coming Out of the Shadows

We’re jumping into the new year in full force! You can 
trust that our teams are already working hard on new 
features that are chomping at the bit to get out. Make 
sure to keep an eye out for those announcements. 

To learn more about the whole system, go to the Eclipse Help (F1). 
You can also take tours of newly released features and  
functionality right in Eclipse. Just click on the Walk Me Through 
menu icon and select a topic to explore.

Cleared for Takeoff


